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Abstract

Masquerading is a security attack in which an intruder
assumes the identity of a legitimate user. Semi-global
alignment algorithm has been the best of known dynamic
sequence alignment algorithm for detecting masqueraders.
Though, the algorithm proves better than any other pair-
wise sequence alignment algorithms such as local and
global alignment algorithms, however, the problem of
false positive and false negative have not been reduced to
the barest minimum. Many previous works on masquer-
ade detection using sequence alignment have difficulty at
choosing the scoring system on which the algorithms base
their optimal scores on. Hence, they resolved to assum-
ing (or picking) a set of scores which they referred to as
a unique scoring function for their experiment. In this
work, an improved semi-global alignment called Cross-
semiglobal algorithm, is designed to improve the efficiency
of masquerade detection. In the previous pair-wise algo-
rithms, a fix value is always assumed as the gaps score. In
Cross-semiglobal algorithm, the scoring function on which
the algorithms based their scores is constructed from le-
gitimate users’ sequence of commands. This principle was
implemented using platform independent C/C++ frame-
work. The designed was tested using a systematically gen-
erated ASCII coded sequence audit data from Windows
and UNIX operating systems as simulations for standard
non-intrusive and intrusion data. The result shows a re-
duction in false positive rate from 7.7% using semi-global
alignment to 5.4% using cross-semiglobal. The detection
efficiency was also improved by 7.7%.

Keywords: Cross-semiglobal algorithm, gaps scores, mas-
querading, sequence alignment, semi-global algorithm

1 Introduction

Intrusions on computer infrastructures are now growing
problems [29]. In the field of computer security, one of
the most damaging attacks or intrusion is masquerading,
in which an attacker assumes the identity of a legitimate
user in a computer system. Masquerade attacks typically

occur when an intruder obtains a legitimate user’s pass-
word or when a user leaves their workstation unattended
without any sort of locking mechanism in place. It is diffi-
cult to detect this type of security breach at its initiation
because the attacker appears to be a normal user with
valid authority and privileges. This difficulty underlines
the importance of equipping computer systems with the
ability to distinguish masquerading attacker actions from
legitimate user activities [6].

Forecasting the unknown and detecting the known
threats and targeted attacks are the most concern of net-
work security especially in large scale environment [1].
The information security industry has been very active in
recent years. In order to counterwork security threats to
computer systems and networks, many technologies have
been developed and applied in security operations such
as Intrusion Detection System (IDS), firewalls, routers.
All those security application devices, whether aimed at
prevention or detection of attacks, usually generate huge
volumes of security audit data [37]. The traditional form
of IDS and prevention systems are either signature-based
or anomaly-based. Both require updates to maintain their
signature database or they must have a period of time to
develop a behavioral baseline to identify accurately “sus-
picious” or anomalous activities [1, 16].

The detection of a masquerader relies on a user signa-
ture, a sequence of commands collected from a legitimate
user. This signature is compared to the current user’s
session. The underlying assumption is that the user sig-
nature captures detectable patterns in a user’s sequence of
commands. A sequence of commands produced by the le-
gitimate user should match well with patterns in the user’s
signature, whereas a sequence of commands entered by a
masquerader should match poorly with the user’s signa-
ture. Designing algorithms to distinguish legitimate users
and masqueraders based on user signatures has been ex-
tensively studied [7, 21].

In the past, sequence alignment algorithms such as
global, local and semi-global alignments have been used
for detecting masquerading. Out of these algorithms, the
most efficient is semi-global alignment. The problem with
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use of semi-global alignment lies in determination of the
best scoring system used by the algorithm. Other works
on semi-global alignment, had resolved to a fixed scor-
ing system and this scheme is repeated for all individual.
However, in this work, instead of fixing a scoring system,
we designed an algorithm, called Cross-semiglobal algo-
rithm to compute the best scoring scheme for semi-global
alignment. These scores are not expected to be the same
for all persons since human patterns of behaviors are not
the same. This method of variant scoring system provides
an improvement to semi-global alignment algorithm for
efficient masquerading detection. This will go along way
reducing the number of false negative and false positive
alarms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents related works on masquerade and intru-
sion detection using sequence alignment method. The
improved semi-global alignment called “Cross-semiglobal
algorithm” is presented in Section 3. The implementation
procedure and evaluation of Cross-semiglobal algorithm
are well enumerated in Section 4. Section 5 presents fu-
ture works and conclusion.

2 Literature Review

Since intrusion detection field started with the work of [2],
many techniques have been used to design Intrusion De-
tection Systems (IDS). Some of the early techniques
used in designing IDS are statistics [18, 34], Neural net-
work [9, 14, 21], Data mining [12, 21, 24] and Expert
System IDIOT [20], ASAX [23], DIDS [27], IDES [10],
and NIDES [3]. Most of the early expert system-based
IDSs are for misuse detection. Some other early works
are [11, 13, 15]. More recently is the application of mobile
agent (MA) to intrusion detection because of the prob-
lems with centralized systems. Some of the MA-based
IDSs are MA-IDS [30], IDA [4], Micael [8], Sparta [19]
and MSAIDS [29].

However, since masquerading is a significant part of
computer intrusions, masquerade detection is now gaining
the attention of security researchers. A technique for de-
tecting masquerade attacks through the use of a number
of statistical methods was presented in the work of [25].
They used the uniqueness of a command in a sequence of
command line entries as an anomaly metric. If a particu-
lar command was rarely used previously, its score would
be proportionally lower than a command that was used
more often. The underlying idea was that legitimate se-
quences of command line data should be consistent with
the commands found in the user’s signature and any de-
viation would indicate possible masquerade attacks. Of
course, this approach has several shortcomings such as
ignoring sequencing information by assuming command
independence, ignoring command functionality, and ig-
noring variations in human behavior by unduly punish-
ing any change from past command line entries. Lane
and Brodley presented a string matching approach by at-

tempting to lexically match subsequences of the users’
signature with subsequences of the monitored session and
used the number of commands that were matched to cre-
ate a similarity metric [21]. The method proposed in [21],
like [25], ignores the underlying functionality of the com-
mands in the sequences, relying instead on finding exact
lexical matches.

For early detection of network flooding and intrusion
and non-intrusive packet monitoring, Stolfo et al. pro-
posed an anomaly based detection mechanism that anal-
yses the traffic flowing out of the network [31]. In their
work, each packet is monitored and compared with the
stored patterns to discover the anomaly. In contrast to
this, misuse-based or pattern detection approaches store
the signatures of the known attacks in a database. Then
the current traffic is compared with the database entries
to find the patterns matching. The obvious drawback of
misuse detection approaches is that they can only detect
known attack patterns and are not for detecting new at-
tacks that do not match with stored patterns. Their im-
plementation adopted an anomaly-based approach that
uses information entropy to detect DoS attacks using the
information present in the packets and the source IP ad-
dress as parameters to detect anomaly. The objective of
the proposed system is to prevent the suspicious packets
from flooding the victim.

There have also been several attempts at applying more
advanced machine learning techniques to the problem of
masquerade detection. Lee et al. provided a very good
result by using a two-class Naive Bayes classifier to de-
tect masqueraders [22]. The most important contribu-
tion made in their work is the use of updating mecha-
nisms that dynamically update the classifier probabili-
ties as monitored sequences are classified. Thus, this ap-
proach adapts to changes in user behavior. However, de-
spite the improved performance of the classifier, sequenc-
ing information and the functional semantics of the com-
mands are ignored. Valdes and Skinner applied one-class
Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine classifiers, and
find that their results were comparable to those of the
two-class classifiers [35]. This approach, however, suf-
fers from the same weaknesses as the [22] approach by
ignoring sequence and functionality information. Unfor-
tunately, [35] did not provide specific false positive and
true detection scores, thereby making direct comparison
to their techniques impossible. Subramanian and Anga-
muthu also used a one-class Support Vector Machine and
implemented a novel recursive data mining strategy to
perform dimensionality reduction [32]. Unlike the Sup-
port Vector Machine of [32, 35] did provide some consid-
erations for sequencing information in their dimensional-
ity reduction technique; however, functionality is ignored
as is the possibility of variation in user behavior.

In the work of Bhukya and Suresh, Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) was used to compute and formulate the
effectiveness of masquerade detection and also to present
a highly effective approach to masquerade detection [5].
They made use of the Schonlau Dataset, abbreviated to
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SEA data. The SEA dataset has been one of the notable
data source for testing the effectiveness of intrusion de-
tection systems or techniques. Their approach seems ef-
fective than some of the earlier approaches that implores
hidden markov model analysis.

Several other bioinformatics tools have been applied to
computer security problems. Wang et al. were among the
first to consider the use of bioinformatics techniques be-
yond biological data when they applied the TEIRESIAS
pattern discovery algorithm to sequences of system call
data [37]. This algorithm finds recurring patterns of max-
imal length sequences and uses these recurring patterns
to build a database of valid system call sequences. More
recently, Szymanski and Zhang used the concept of mo-
tifs or conserved areas of recurring behaviors, to discover
anomalies within sequences of audit data [33]. Wepsi et
al. used Hidden Markov Models, which are typically used
to align many biological sequences at once, to detect the
presence of various application protocols within encrypted
tunnels [38]. Another related bioiformatic work is that
of [1]. The paper presented an intrusion detection and
prediction system using cooperative co-evolutionary im-
mune system for distributed data networks. This was an
intelligent technique based on genetic algorithm and co-
evolutionary immune system where the detectors can dis-
criminate the existing incidents and predicting the new
incidents in a distributed environment [1]. They pre-
pared a prototype of CoCo-IDP in a Jini platform running
grid computing in distributed systems. Evaluation results
show that, the CoCo-IDP can adaptively converge for the
best answer and can detect or predict the incidents in a
selected boundary. Moreover, the system generates the
flexible detectors with diversity in a variable threshold.
In comparison with pure Immune System (IS), the ob-
tained results show that the proposed system has simpler
rules, more powerful detection and prediction capabilities
with high accuracy metric.

This work is mainly concerned with improving on exist-
ing sequence alignment techniques for masquerade detec-
tion. Previous works, using sequence alignment approach,
have fixed arbitrary scores as the algorithm scoring pa-
rameters. Two previous works in which fixed parameters
were used for scoring system, were presented in [6, 7].
The scoring scheme in [6] used (−2,−3) combination to
represent penalties for presence of gaps in the test block
and the signature block respectively. The Binary Scor-
ing and Command Grouping scoring systems newly pro-
posed in [7] also did not put variant human behaviors into
considerations. These scoring systems contradict the fun-
damental norm that “an individual behavior is distinct,
so all persons pattern of behavior cannot be scored us-
ing the same scoring function”. In this work, however,
apart from the Match and Mismatch scores being kept at
1 and 0 respectively, (this score is a standard for intru-
sion detection algorithms using dynamic programming),
the gaps scores are computed by Cross-semiglobal algo-
rithm in order to take into consideration changes in users’
behaviors. This algorithm, for detection of the best gaps

scores for a particular training of an intrusion detection
system on a normal user sequence of commands, coupled
with the semi-global alignment in particular, yields a con-
siderable improvement in masquerade detection than or-
dinary semi-global alignment.

3 Methodology

Sequence alignment algorithms require six parameters to
execute the pair-wise alignment. The parameters are the
User Block, the Test Block, the Match Score, the Mis-
match Score, the User Gap Score and the Intrusion Gap
Score. Out of these parameters, the two gaps scores will
be determined by the Cross-semiglobal algorithm. These
gaps scores coupled with the Match and Mismatch scores
are then used for future alignments of test block on nor-
mal user block. These four scores are normally referred
as to as the Scoring System.

3.1 The Scoring System

The Match Score is a positive score for reward of perfect
match of commands in the test sequence and the user
signature. The Mismatch Score is a penalty for any mis-
match in the command sequence of the test block and the
user signature. The intrusion gap and user gap scores are
penalties for presence of gaps within the test block and
the signature block respectively.

This system of combination of the four parameters
is used by alignment algorithm to compute the optimal
score. The optimal score is a value function from the
alignment of the test block and the signature sequence.
This score is then compared with the threshold score to
determine if the test block is an intrusion block or not.

In this work, the Match and Mismatch Scores, by con-
vention, are taken to be 1 and 0 respectively. Nonetheless,
the Intrusion Gap and Signature Gap are left to Cross-
semiglobal alignment to determine from the training of
the intrusion detection system on the normal user thresh-
old sequence of commands.

3.2 Legitimate User and Masquerader

Behaviour Patterns

An intrusion detection system based on pattern matching
of user behaviors has to be trained with the sequence of
audit generated from the user behavioral pattern of ap-
proach towards the information system. This process of
training the masquerade detection system (or IDS) is de-
scribed as the Learning Phase of the system. Once the
system has learnt the behavior pattern of the legitimate
user and provided a score (often referred to as threshold
score) for his behavior based on the audit data, subse-
quent activities of the user on the system will then be
audited, scored and the optimal score will be compared
with the user threshold score. The underlying assumption
is that, the optimal score of the normal user activities will
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be within the neighborhood of the threshold score. While
the score of a masquerader will show a significant devia-
tion from the normal user threshold score.

3.3 Semi-Global Alignment Algorithm

In this context, emphasis is made wholly on the works
presented in Coull et al. on Semi-global alignment al-
gorithm [6, 7]. In their works, the signature sequence,
which represents the user’s typical command behavior, is
referred to as the UserSig. The monitored command se-
quence, which may contain a possible subsequence of mas-
querader commands, is referred to as the IntrBlck (tested
block).

Algorithm 1 Semi-global alignment algorithm

1: Begin
2: Align(userSig of length m, intrBlck of length

n, matchScore, misMatchScore, gapSigScore,
gapTestScore)

3: for i = 0 to m do
4: for j = 0 to n do
5: if i = 0 or j = 0 then
6: D[i][j] = 0
7: else
8: if i = m or j = n then
9: top = D[i][j − 1]

10: left = D[i − 1][j]
11: else
12: top = max(0, D[i][j − 1] + gapSigScore)
13: left = max(0, D[i − 1][j] + gapTestScore)
14: end if
15: if Signature[i− 1] = Test[j − 1] then
16: diagonal = D[i − 1][j − 1] + match
17: else
18: diagonal = D[i − 1][j − 1] + mismatch
19: end if
20: D[i][j] = max(top, left, diagonal)
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: return D[m][n]
25: End

The alignment algorithm, Algorithm 1 uses dynamic
programming to discover the optimal alignment among all
possible alignments. It begins by initializing an (m+1) by
(n + 1) matrix, called D. Starting at position (0, 0) (i.e.,
the upper left corner) in the matrix, we iterate through
each position whose value is determined through a choice
of three transitions to that position:

• Diagonal Step: Indicates an alignment between the
(i−1) symbol in Signature with the (j−1) symbol in
Test. The alignment score added to the value of the
matrix position at (i − 1, j − 1) measures the level
of alignment of the symbols defined in the scoring
system, denoted as diagonal.

• Vertical Step: Indicates the insertion of a gap into
Signature, and alignment of the gap with the (j − 1)
symbol in Test. The gap penalty is added to the
value of the matrix position at (i, j − 1), denoted as
top. The gap penalty for this transition is dependent
on the scoring system used.

• Horizontal Step: Indicates the insertion of a gap
into Test, and alignment of the gap with the (i − 1)
symbol in Signature. The gap penalty is added to
the value of the matrix position at (i− 1, j), denoted
as left. As with the vertical step, the gap penalty for
this transition is dependent on the scoring system
used.

The maximum value of these three possible transitions
is used as the value for the current matrix position and
indicates the actual alignment made. Thus, given the dy-
namic programming principle, each position, (i, j), in the
matrix represents the score of the optimal alignment of
all symbols up to location (i− 1) in Signature and (j − 1)
in Test. By induction, the score given in position (m, n)
represents the score of the optimal alignment of the two
sequences given the scoring system, and by tracing the
transitions made in deriving that score we can recreate
the alignment of the two sequences. The resultant score
at the (m, n) position of the matrix represents a metric
for the similarity of the two strings according to the scor-
ing system used. We use this score as an indicator for
masquerade attacks.

3.4 Cross-Semiglobal Algorithm

The Cross-Semiglobal algorithm is presented in this work
to improve on the method for determining optimal score
for different user behaviors. It plays an important role in
the determination of the penalties for the inclusion of gaps
in the commands blocks. The Cross-Semiglobal algorithm
works on the principle of selecting the highest of all scores
and determines the gap scores that produce the highest
score. The highest score then represents the optimal score
for that alignment.

During the training of the masquerade detection sys-
tem, Cross-Semiglobal algorithm is applied to analyze
and determine the suitable scoring system for a partic-
ular user. The algorithm for Cross-Semiglobal alignment
is stated as follows:

The Cross-semiglobal algorithm first makes several
calls to the ordinary semi-global alignment while varing
the values of i and j to compute the score for each com-
bination of (i, j). It then proceeds futher to compute the
(i, j) combination that produces the maximum score, the
first occurrence of such (i, j) combination is returned as
the PeakPoint. This then makes the value of i and j as
penalties for inclusion of gaps in the user block and the
test block respectively.
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Figure 1: Demonstration of peak point

Algorithm 2 Algorithm Cross-Semiglobal

1: Begin
2: // the list of method parameters are given below:
3: userSig: normal user signature.
4: testSig: monitored command sequence for intrusion.
5: matchScore: the score for matches during the align-

ment.
6: misMatchScore: the score for mis-matches during the

alignment.
7: i: the score for the userGap.
8: j: the score for the intrusionGap.
9: OptimalValue(i, j): two dimensional array for storing

alignment scores corresponding to (i, j) combinations.
10:

11: // the algorithm logic is described below:
12: for i = −n to -1 step 1 do
13: for j = −n to -1 step 1 do
14: OptimalV alue(i, j)=SemiglobalAlignment(userSig,

testSig,matchScore, misMatchScore, i, j)

15: end for
16: end for
17: // determining the peak point(i, j)
18: for i = −n to -1 step 1 do
19: for j = −n to -1 step 1 do
20: if (max(OptimalV alue(i, j)) = OptimalScore)

then
21: PeakPoint = (i, j)
22: end if
23: return PeakPoint
24: end for
25: end for
26: End

3.5 The Presence of Gaps in Blocks

The pairwise alignment algorithm, or dynamic alignment
algorithms, splits the sequences of commands into all pos-
sible permutations. In these arrangements, gaps are in-
cluded to cater for dissimilarity of human pattern of be-
haviors amongst the sequences merged to compute the
threshold sequence. Hence, the penalty for the presence
of anomaly in patterns is severely high.

3.6 Indeterminate Gap Scores

For effective masquerade detection and reduced False Pos-
itive and False Negative rates, we cannot make the gap
scores constant. Naturally, human behaviors are differ-
ent. This is why Cross-semiglobal algorithm is implored
to compute the gaps score suitable for that particular user
behavior. The algorithm will not return the same gaps
scores for all persons; there will be dissimilarities in the
scores which is commensurate with the distinct behaviors
of users.

3.7 The Optimal Gaps Scores

Since Cross-semiglobal algorithm has i = −n to -1 and
j = −n to -1 where i = user gap and j = intrusion gap,
sets of combination of (i, j) will always return the same
value corresponding to the optimal score of the alignment.
However, as more and more the value of (i, j) increases
after the first occurrence of the optimal score, no such
combination of (i, j) will give a value greater than the
optimal score even if n → −∞.

Hence, the Cross-Semiglobal algorithm is designed to
return the (i, j) combination, which satisfies the condition
of the optimal score that took place. The returned (i, j)
is termed the peak point.

3.8 Graphical Demonstration of Peak

Point

Figure 1 depicts how the peak point is attained by the
Cross-Semiglobal algorithm in determining the best gaps
scores.

4 Implementation Procedure and

Evaluation

The implementation of the new algorithm was demon-
strated using C/C++ Application Programming Interface
due to its support for Object Oriented design, portability
and user interface flexibility.
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Figure 2: Cross-semiglobal alignment evaluation interface

4.1 Data Source

We collected ASCII coded sequence data generated from
Windows and UNIX operating systems as our normal and
test block sequences respectively. Different platforms au-
dit logs were chosen because of the disparity in the event
logging principles. The user repeated similar pattern of
activities on the two operating systems. The implemented
system has the capability to audit user activities on a sys-
tem and convert the audited data to an ASCII coded se-
quence data. By imitating the normal user behavior pat-
tern, masquerader sequence data were simulated. The im-
plemented system can generate over 99999 ASCII coded
sequence data from the systems audit log.

4.2 Gui Design and Partition

The GUI is divided into two compartments. The first
compartment is for the demonstration of the training of
the intrusion detection system and the other is for the
evaluation of intrusion data and statistics of result.

Figure 2 shows a description of the interface.

4.3 Traning the System

The masquerade detection system was first trained with
the normal user sequences of behavior to generate a
threshold sequence, threshold score and scoring system
for the user. The sequence of behaviors is a subset of
possible behaviors of the user on the Windows operating
system. Secondly, UNIX behavior sequence was also used
to train the system for comparison. The two generated
threshold sequences were compared and evaluated.

4.4 Threshold Sequence and Score

The threshold sequence serves as the master sequence
generated which contains all the similarity between the
normal user sequences supplied for the training of the
masquerade detection system. All other sequences of ac-
tivities audited on the system against the user session
will be compared (sequentially aligned) with the thresh-
old sequence. The scores of this comparison are com-
puted using the scoring system of the user whose session
was used. The disparity of the alignment optimal score
with the threshold score will indicated the occurrence of
instruction (masquerading) or not.

Figure 2 shows sequences of normal user behaviors sup-
plied as training data for the intrusion detection. On the
left side is the user sequences used to train the system.
The Statistics button generates the threshold sequence for
that training. On the right is a scatter curve depicting the
graphical behavior of the characters forming the thresh-
old sequence. The threshold sequence generated was:
VH3GJI48BKP1MOZFNXY9AQR5CSWL67DEU20T.

4.5 Cross-Semiglobal Scoring Functions

The Scoring Function button generates the best scoring
functions for the training. This best scoring function is
the peak score already described. For the training de-
scribed in Figure 3, the best scoring function is (-8,-10)
and the optimal score of alignment of the threshold with
the possible sequence is 11.

In Figure 3, the value labelled red represents the opti-
mal score and the peak scores. The result of the Cross-
Semiglobal computation is displayed on the right side of
the application interface.
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Figure 3: Cross-semiglobal Intrusion Gaps computation

4.6 Sample Test

A typical test of ordinary Semi-global alignment us-
ing (1, 0,−3,−2) combination according to [6] and
(1, 0,−8,−10) combination according to this work
was carried out on a user pattern of behaviors on
Windows while an equivalent pattern was gener-
ated on UNIX. On the windows operating system,
VH3GJI48BKP1MOZFNXY9AQR5CSWL67DEU20T
was computed as the threshold sequence. UNIX audit
was used as the test blocks on which the degree of
disparity is to be computed. Note that, approximately,
same pattern of behavior were performed on the two
platforms. But based on the mode of operation of
these platforms, there is a degree of disparity. However,
we expect this degree of dissimilarity not to throw an
intrusion alarm if the alignment algorithms are efficient
enough.

A gaps scores of (−8,−10) were generated by the
cross-semiglobal algorithm from the training of the sys-
tem. Then pair-wise alignments were carried out using
semi-global alignment with the ordinary score and cross-
semiglobal algorithm score combinations. The differences
were then computed for further computation.

The optimal scores of the alignments were:

• ORDINARY SEMI-GLOBAL ALIGNMENT: 4

• CROSS-SEMIGLOBAL ALIGNMENT: 8

The test results show that the Cross-semiglobal algo-
rithm performed better than the ordinary Semi-global al-
gorithm in the determining the best alignment score. The
Cross-semiglobal uses the peak function as against the
fixed scoring scheme presented in [6].

4.7 Experiment Metrics, Test and Pa-

rameters

This test focuses on the effects of changing the various pa-
rameters of the alignment algorithm on the false positive
and false negative rates as it was done in [6, 7]. One of the
benefits of this particular approach is the sheer number
of tunable parameters.

To best facilitate comparison with other masquerade
detection algorithms, False Positive Rate, False Negative
Rate, and Hit Rate metrics were used to determine how
well the Cross-semiglobal alignment algorithm performed.
A False Positive is a non-intrusion block that the algo-
rithm labelled as containing an intrusion. A False Nega-
tive is an intrusion block that the algorithm has labelled
as non-intrusion. Finally, a Hit is an intrusion block that
the algorithm has properly labelled as containing an intru-
sion. False Positives, False Negatives and Hits are com-
puted for each user, transformed into corresponding rates,
which are then summed and averaged over all 25 users.

The italicized statements below summarize the metric
calculations used by the algorithm.

Metric 1: False Positive metric:

FalsePositiveoverall = ([

n∑

i=1

(fi/ni)]/u) ∗ 100,

where f denotes number of false positives, n denotes
number of non-intrusion command sequence blocks, and
u denotes number of users (25 in this case).
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Table 1: Comparison of Semi-global and Cross-semiglobal
alignments algorithms

Technique %Hit Rate %False Positive
(algorithm) (score) (score)

Semi-global 75.8 7.7
Cross-semiglobal 82.1 5.4

Metric 2: False Negative metric:

FalseNegativeoverall = ([

n∑

i=1

(fni/ni)]/u) ∗ 100,

where fn denotes number of false negatives, n denotes
number of intrusion command sequence blocks, and c
denotes number of users who have at least one intrusion
block.

Metric 3: Hit Rate metric:

HitRateoverall = 100 − FalseNegativeoverall.

It is suggested that other AI techniques such as Arti-
ficial Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic etc. can be used to
improve the computation of the scoring system.

4.8 Comparison to Ordinary Semi-Global

Alignment

This metric result presents the performance of an ordinary
Semi-global alignment to that using Cross-semiglobal
algorithm. For simplicity, Cross-semiglobal alignment
is used to depict Semiglobal alignment using Cross-
semiglobal algorithm.

The result above is interpreted to mean that Cross-
semiglobal technique of scoring system is 8.3% more effi-
cient than ordinary Semi-global alignment using a fixed
scoring scheme as proposed in [6, 7].

5 Conclusion and Future Works

The motive that prompted this work is to find a better al-
gorithm in place of the Semi-global alignment algorithm
as emphasized in this work and especially in the works
of [6, 7]. However, Cross-Semiglobal alignment algorithm
was developed as an add-in algorithm to improve the ef-
fectiveness of Semi-global alignment.

It should be noted that Cross-Semiglobal algorithm
does not directly align sequences but compute a unique
scoring scheme peculiar to the training of the intrusion
detection system on the defined user. These scores are
then used for semi-global alignments which in-turn de-
crease the False Positive Rate and improve the Detection
Rate.
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